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Abstract
In cultural heritage collections, categorization is a central technique used to distinguish cultural movements, styles, or genres.
For that end, objects are tagged with set-typed metadata and other information, such as time of origin. Visualizations can
communicate how such sets organize a collection - and how they change over time. But existing interfaces fall short of a)
representing an overview of temporal set-developments in an integrated fashion and b) of representing the set elements (i.e., the
cultural objects) themselves to be contemplated on demand. Against this background, we introduce two integrated visualization
techniques - a superimposition and a space-time cube view - depicting the development of sets and their elements over time. We
share first results from a qualitative evaluation with casual users and outline open challenges for future research.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Information visualization; • Computing methodologies → Temporal reasoning; • Applied
computing → Arts and humanities;

1. Introduction

The time of history – as the art historian Kubler noted [Kub62]
– stretches like a sea, occupied by innumerable cultural objects,
which yet belong to cultural forms of "a finite number of types" (p.
32). Arts and humanities scholars have to reassemble these forms
and types, and analyze their evolution and development in larger
continuous sequences, to better understand the cultural "shapes of
time". With this poster we turn our attention to the development of
corresponding visualization techniques for set-typed and temporal
data in the context of cultural heritage (CH) domains. After recol-
lecting design requirements and related work (Sec. 2), we introduce
two visualization techniques for set-typed CH data to support ex-
ploration of set changes over time (Sec. 3) and provide an outlook
on first evaluation results and future work (Sec.4).

2. Design requirements and related Work

Visualization of CH collection data is an area of increasing impor-
tance in information visualization [WFS∗18]. Visualization-based
interfaces to galleries, libraries, archives and museums provide
collection overviews, support exploratory browsing, and facilitate
the contemplation of details on demand [DCW11]. While a wide
spectrum of visualization techniques has already been utilized –
such as maps, graphs, trees, charts, or timelines – only a few ex-
amples of set-based visualizations have been documented up to
now [WFS∗18], which did not take the temporal dynamics of sets
into account. Yet, set-typed, time-varying metadata is omnipresent

in the CH domain, due to archival knowledge management strate-
gies given by CH taxonomies, categories, genres, topics, or styles.

In other domains beyond CH, we find a great variety of visual-
ization techniques to represent set-typed data [AMA∗16, CPC09,
VBW15], for which the representation of change counts as a
crucial challenge [AMA∗16]. In a simplified manner, sets can
be described by the number of elements they contain, and their
temporal variation can be visualized by line charts, stacked area
charts, or variations thereof, such as ThemeRiver [HHN00] or Tag
River [FAHL11]. These methods also provide basic options for
temporal visualization of CH sets (see e.g., [DPC17]). However,
these visualizations build on significant abstractions and do not rep-
resent the elements within the set-like categories - which hinders
further exploration of single objects. This also holds true for more
advanced visualization systems, such as TimeSets [NXWW16],
KelpFusion [MHRS∗13], VISTopic [YYQ17], or for systems with
coordinated multiple views [FMH08, BAA∗11, vLBA∗12], which
remain limited with regard to important functions, tasks, and design
requirements in the CH domain.

3. Design: Shapes of Time

In a CH context, casual users do not really pursue concrete tasks,
but they want to look and stroll around and have been shown
to benefit mostly from being provided an overview and orienta-
tion (T1) [MFM∗16, DCW11]. With regard to further documented
knowledge about casual users [MFM∗16] and our case study data
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Figure 1: Visualizing set changes over time in the Cushman photography collection: (a) Superimposition view, (b) space-time cube view with
set changes connected by a "hull", and (c) preview of an individual cultural object.

(a photography collection from Charles W. Cushman, which has
been documented online [cus17]) we could derive three additional
tasks, which also translated into further design requirements: Aside
from overviews, CH visitors require means to trace temporal devel-
opments (T2), access individual objects (T3) and to engage in ex-
ploratory browsing (T4). To answer these requirements, we devel-
oped multiple visualization designs, two of which we implemented
and evaluated in comparison: While a superimposition view utilizes
a color scale to encode temporal information, a space-time-cube en-
codes time along an additional spatial dimension.†

3.1. Arrangement of Multiple Sets

For both designs, sets are represented as circles and set elements
are arranged as points inside, which thus can be selected, previewed
and accessed for detailed information at any time (T3 and T4). In
general, elements within sets are arranged according to an Archi-
median spiral - with earliest objects placed in the middle of each
circle, and later objects following towards the periphery. The ra-
dius of each circle thus encodes the number of objects in any given
set. As for an overview arrangement of parallel sets (T1), we pro-
vide multiple layout options for the users’ choice in both views,
including a circular layout (default), a linear layout, and a matrix-
based layout. For user guidance, labels next to each individual set
annotate the corresponding genres (such as person, landscape, or
architectural photographs), which have been assigned to each pic-
ture by the photographer himself. A preview on the right hand side
(Fig. 1c) grants access to individual objects (T3), which can fur-
ther be enlarged to a full screen view with a lateral browsing option
(T4).

3.2. Sets in the Superimposition View

To further support the analysis and the tracing of time-oriented
data aspects (T2), the color-coded Superimposition view utilizes

† For an interactive version of the visualization techniques see https:
//bigdata-vis.github.io/polycube/shapeoftime.html

the Viridis color scale to encode the time of origin of each object
within each circle (see fig. 1a).

3.3. Sets in the Space-Time Cube View

Secondly, we offer a space-time cube (STC) representation for
the time-oriented exploration of set-typed data (see Fig. 1b). Even
though 3D representations are known to introduce additional in-
teraction costs to compensate for problems of visual occlusion, the
STC also offers a combination of unique visual-analytical strengths
[WSSM18, VFC10, pp. 15], which renders the STC a compelling
and complementing alternative view in addition to the superimpo-
sition view. When adapted for set-typed data, the horizontal data
plane of a STC arranges multiple sets in parallel – as seen in the
superimposition view – and stacks temporal segments vertically,
from the earliest segments at the bottom to the latest at the top,
based on a user-controlled interval of temporal granularity. These
stacks along the vertical axis are further connected by a geometric
mesh or hull. The specific angle and shape of this hull denotes basic
development patterns of set dynamics, such as emergence, growth,
diminution and decline [WSSM18], and thus supports users anal-
ysis of development of sets over time.

4. Evaluation and Future Work

First evaluation results of a qualitative evaluation with four casual
users showed specific strengths and limitations for both designs:
The STC view was more effective when performing traceability
(T2) tasks, while some users preferred the superimposition view for
individual access (T3) tasks, although, both views where equally
effective for the provision of overview (T1) and for the support of
exploratory browsing (T4).

Aside from a transfer of the outlined designs to linked CH vi-
sualizations with a geo-temporal and a relational-temporal focus,
future work will specifically investigate representation options for
data quality and uncertainty, which poses specific challenges in the
CH domain [WFSM18].
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